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Kissinger Watch

Kissinger celebrates his
MADness

by M.T. Upharsin

sured Destruction to be an immoral

viets also developed the bomb, he was

doctrine which should be overturned
as rapidly as science would make it

willing to let them in on the deal. One
of the key instruments for creating the

possible. He called instead for a strat

alliance was the Pugwash group, first
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convened in July of 1957, and includ

vival, a program of anti-missile defen
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ses which would make nuclear weap
.
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Pugwash's conferences proceed

ons "impotent and obsolete."

Kissinger, in his effort to gain

ed every year, and the agenda was the

Among some of the more grotesque

power within the counsels of the Rea

same-how to use-the terror of nucle
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ar war to implement a one-world anti

of the bombing of Hiroshima and Na

declared that he supports the Presi

technology dictatorship.And who was

gasaki, was an interview granted by

dent's program for Strategic Defense.

one of the regular participants in Pug

Henry Kissinger to the Washington

Yet, when it comes to discussing nu

wash, but Henry Kissinger, who was

Post's Stephen Rosenfeld, and printed

clear war, he shows that he is still a

both a member and highly active par

in that paper's Aug. 11 edition.

MADman at heart.

Kissingeresque betrayal and lies, in
reference to statements made by for
mer President Nixon recently. Nixon
had said that there were at least four

ticipant in the conferences from 1961

to 1966!

The bulk of the interview is typical

It was during this period, how

What the Pugwash
appeasers know

ever, that evidence came on the table
at Pugwash, and across the desks of
intelligence officials, that the Soviet

crises during his administration in

There should be no mistake about it.

Union was not intending to play by the

which there was consideration of us

Kissinger's declaration that nuclear

Pugwash rules.No, indeed.The So

ing nuclear weapons. And Kissinger,

weapons prevented war, is just a re

viets began during 1962 and 1963 to

whom we know for a fact to have ini

statement of the philosophy of Lord

write about the potential for nuclear

tiated at least two of the "nuclear alerts"

Bertrand Russell, the founder of the

defense.

We quote from the 1962-63

to which Nixon refers, lies outright:

Pugwash group of appeasers, and KGB

edition

of

Well, if there were such alerts, I cer

agents, who still have not given up

tainly was not involved.

their aims for establishing world gov

"Possibilities are being studied for

ernment by agreement between the two

...the use of electromagnetic energy

But Henry, known for his practice
of stabbing his colleagues in the back,

empires, Russian and Western.

took advantage of his forum to make

Russell's argument is a total fraud,

Strategy:

Military

Sokolovskii's

to destroy the rocket charge in the de
scent phase of the trajectory....

another point. He goes out of his way

but a quite purposeful fraud. Accord

Special attention is devoted to las

to reiterate his favorite doctrine, MAD

ing to the British Lord, the control of

ers....

(Mutually Assured Destruction).

nuclear weapons by one supranational

The crucial section goes thus:

government should provide sufficient

treaty which he negotiated, Henry
Kissinger knew the Soviets were pur

"

Thus, 10 years

before

the ABM

"If it were not for nuclear weap

conditions to end war once and for all,

ons, it is likely that there would have

while imposing conditions of interna

suing the strategy of knocking down

been a war between us and the Soviet

tional feudalism on the nations of the

missiles, and winning nuclear war.

Union. So it is almost certainly true

world. Above all, Russell was inter

The Soviets are now much more

that nuclear weapons have preserved

ested in wiping out the nation-state,

advanced in their program of nuclear
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and every other resistance to supress

defense,

ing the growth of "prolific nonwhite

achieving a defense that would allow
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them to totally defeat the United States

Apparently Henry no longer thinks
that it is necessary to pay his obliga
tory respects to the new strategic doc

At the time Russell first came up

trine, put into effect by Commander

with this MAD doctrine, it was not yet

and

their

timetable

for

is quite close. But Kissinger is still
playing the Pugwash game.

in-Chief Ronald Reagan in March of

clear that the Soviet Union would share

1983. At that time President Reagan

Anyone who thinks Henry has left

control of nuclear weapons with the

his liberal days behind, has got to be

declared the doctrine of Mutally As-

Western oligarchy. But once the So-

deaf, blind, dumb, or crazy.
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